A flexible, versatile pile on a kerf-mounted base

Ultrafab's premium kerf mounted pile weatherstripping is perfect for retention slot, recessed groove applications, compression and casement seal locations.

KERF MOUNTED PILE FEATURES:

- These weatherseals have a co-extruded options for easy insertion and are designed to hold screen material in place
- Ultrafab's unique ultrasonic welding assembles the fin, fibers and backing into an integrated, unified assembly that won't break apart during fabrication or while in use
- Pile height and backing width are always uniform because of Ultrafab's unique ultrasonically welded manufacturing systems
- Available in all Ultrafab pile types: Ultra Pile®, Ultra Fin®, Tri-Fin®, Soft Touch Fin®, and Ultra Reach Fin®
- Custom profiles are available and cut to length or reeled
- **Pile Heights**: .130” (3.30mm) to .750” (19.05mm)
- **Colors**: Black, white, grey and beige